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Nearly 700 clinical, operative, and autopsy photographs; x-ray, ultrasound, magnetic resonance imaging, and angiography radiographs; and original illustrations depicting injury patterns will help guide clinicians in recognizing, prioritizing, and managing trauma patients by using the physical cues paramount to the emergency setting.

Organized by major body regions into separate chapters on the head, face, neck, chest, abdomen, musculoskeletal system, spine and soft tissue, the thorough text of this comprehensive atlas discusses management guidelines, emergency workup protocols, and common pitfalls.
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Presenting a readily accessible handbook of emergency neurology. With a symptom-based emphasis, the text, tables, algorithms, and illustrations guide the emergency physician in the diagnosis and management of common and complex neurological disorders. Integrating fundamental neurological concepts with the practical realities and demands of emergency care, this reference tool emphasizes brief neurological examination techniques and provides succinct, crucial information for all emergency physicians who diagnose and manage neurologic disorders such as headache, seizure, and spinal cord injury.
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